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 Write the words or phrases under each picture.  

                                                       
                                                                

             …………………...            ……………….……….                 ……………………….                 ………………………. 
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 Fill in the blanks with these words. There is one extra word.  
 

effectively    generous     contain     shouted      distinguished 
 

  1- Dr. Gharib was known as a _______________ university professor. All of us know him. 

  2- The teacher became angry with the noisy student and finally ________________. 

  3- try to avoid foods that______________ a lot of fat.. 

  4- if you study more _________________, you will pass the exam easily. 
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Make collocations by matching the exact words.  
 

     1. burst into ……….                                        a. a mistake                       

     2. keep ……..                                                   b. abroad 

     3. make ……                                                    c. a diary 

     4. go …….                                                        d. tears 
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 Match the definitions with the words.  

  1. to suddenly decide to do something                a. arrange 

    2. think and believe                                                  b. suppose              

    3.organize and put in order                                    c.  jump into 

    4. tell some body that something is                    d. recommend 
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 write 2 words that related to the following words. 

 

1. unexpectedly:    a______________ ,   b  ___________ 

2.disconecction:    a_______________,  b_____________  
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one odd out. 
 

1. effective – useful – confusing - helpful 
2- figure out  -understand – stand for -know 
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Choose the best answer.  

 

1. The man who answered the phone_________ Tom was out. 
a) said                        b) and said                   c ) who said                     d) who he said 
2. Each clerk in the bank _________goes through the year without an error also receive a 
bonus of 2000$. 
a ) who              b) which               c) who he                           d)which it 
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Write the correct tag questions.  
 

     1. Reza never plays chess, _________________? 

     2. They built a big house in their village, ____________________? 
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Write the passive form in the correct tenses.  
 

     1. English __________________ all around the world. (speak) 

     2. The thief ___________________ by the police two days ago. (catch) 

1 
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Make active and passive sentence with the given words.  
 

      My mother / Sima / gave / for her birthday / a present. 

      Active: _________________________________________________. 

      Passive: ________________________________________________. 
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 .so, or, but, andWrite in the gaps using  
 

I ate a big sandwich. ___________hungry,  so I was .1     

    2. We can take a taxi, ___________ travel by train. 
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Put the words in correct order to make a sentence. 

1. Who /the police /my car /caught/ the men/had/ stolen/. 
     _________________________________________________________________. 
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Read the passage and then fill in the blanks with choices.  
 

Dictionaries which explain what words mean give a clear ___1_______of them and how they 

are used; A good dictionary also gives more_____2________about words .for instance 

,it_____3_______ how they are _____4______ 

  1.  a) information                b) definition                   c) collection                   d) addiction 
  2.  a) translation                  b) introduction              c) pronunciation           d) information 
  3.  a) shows                          b) learns                          c) explains                      d) attends 
  4.  a) heard                           b) extincted                     c) advanced                  d) existed  
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 Read the passage and then answer the questions.  

Professor Mahmood Hesabi was born in Tehran. When he was seven, his family moved from 

Iran to Lebanon. At 17, he got his diploma in Beirut. Later, he received his B.A in civil 

engineering while working as a draftsman. He graduated from engineering school of Beirut. 

Dr. Hesabi worked in French National Railway. He continued his research in physics at 

Sorbonne University in France, and got his Ph.D. in physics from that University at the age of 

25.  Professor Hesabi was a dedicated scientist who did important works for improvement 

niversity and also the first modern observatory in UTehran  foundedIran. He  of our country,

Iran. Professor Hesabi is called the father of physics science in Iran. He was such a great 

man!  

    1. When did he and his Family leave Iran? 

    2. Why did Dr. Hesabi travel to France? 

    3. Professor Hesabi is regarded as a great scientist of _________________ in Iran. 

______________. is closest in meaning to undedfo, the word 6In Line  .4     

        a) built                       b) drew                      c) received                 d) considered 

 

Good luck  
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                                                                                         محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر                                                         راهنمای تصحیح ردیف
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                 hug                            donate blood                        entry                             symbol                       

     

2   1- distinguished 2-shouted                 3.contain             4-effectively    

3    1. d                   2- c              3- a         4- b       

4   1. c                                       2. b  
    3. a                                   4. d 

5 1.:    a__expectedly__ ,                b  ___expect__ 
2. a__conection___,                     b___conect__ 

6 1. confusing                          2.stand for 
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 1. a                                      2.a 

8      1. does he? 
     2. didn’t they? 

9      1. is spoken                                  2.was caught 

11       Active: My mother gave Sima a present for her birthday. 
      Passive:Sima was given a present for her birthday. 
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1. so          2.or 

12      The police caught the men who had stolen my car. 
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    1.b         2.d        3.c        4.b 
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    1.They left Iran when he was seven. 

    2.He travelled to France for working in French National Railway. 

     3.physics                4.a 
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